SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 02 November 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, mostly cloudy, winds 13 knots, temperature high -15 C,

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

Drill Team
- Work continues on MEC, sorting and storing equipment for traverse.
- No change, C&C is still at carpenter shop, waiting on shelves then we should be able to do our wiring then prepare it for shipping.
- Jonas Kalin, assigned to assist the SCINI project, half day.
- LARS deck was moved into place and assembly by Steve Z. and the traverse team. This will enable us to start doing the final arrangement of drill equipment on the LARS deck and do the permanent placement of the wire winch and SCINI winch for transport and drilling.
- Request for fire extinguishers for the drill use at SALSA has been put in by our new safety officer Graham Roberts and his assistant Jonas Kalin.

Note:

Our progress is still on schedule allowing us some extra time to allow us to kelp the SCINI project.
Steve Z. and the SALSA traverse team are making great strides in getting ready for traverse. The LARS deck, is assembled, tracked skid loader is in service and available to load the LARS deck, and work is commencing on the SALSA generator. I am very impressed with Steve Z. and his crew.
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Graham Roberts and Jonas Kalin inspecting the assembled LARS deck
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Wire winch staged for unpacking and loading to LARS deck.  
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